
The 8-Part Checklist



Many business owners underestimate the power of a professionally built
website. A website should be built to attract attention, clearly communicate
your message, and inspire your customers to buy.

Sadly many business owners spend too much money on websites that don't
work. A poorly created website distracts and confuses customers and causes
them to search for your competition. 

A professionally built website helps create a strong brand. A fully branded
website is built with an intentional framework and process.

There two main aspects that should be put in to consideration when one is
building a website
        1. Brand Identity
        2.Brand Script

Keeping all of that in mind, lets dive in.

Introduction:



Before we go any further, lets first make sure that we are all on the same page
here by defining some terms here;

Brand -  A brand is a distinct perception that your customers(or people in
general) will have toward your business whenever they interact with it. So think
about Coca-Cola or KFC. These are all brands

Brand Identity - But a brand identity is how that brand wants to be perceived,
its how you want people to perceive you

Why is this important?
          So before you even think about putting your business out there you have
to make sure that you first put this into consideration
And we have 8 elements that will make up your brand identity which are also
called brand identity elements.

And these include:
        - Logo
        - Shape
        - Colors
        - Style and Position
        - Tagline
        - Fonts
        - Images
        - Tone
So think about all of these like your display(the face of the business). And you
have to make sure that you hire the right people to help you clearly articulate
the brand Identity of Your business. 

https://www.flux-academy.com/blog/fundamental-elements-of-brand-identity
https://www.thrivex-digital.com/


Do you know that 55% of small businesses  fall in the first five years of their
operation? 

It's so unfortunate to know that many businesses and web-designer focus only
on the design part of the website and forget the most important part of the
website. The brand story.

Websites like these end up reading like encyclopedias, are extremely hard to
read, they don't get straight to the point and when a customer visits, the don't
find any reason for them to stay.

A business that is thoughtful about how it arranges information on its website is
miles ahead of its competition. With the proper framework, your website can be
arranged in a way that is intuitive to navigate, engages your customers and
inspires them to buy from you.

It is a well know fact that storytelling attracts attention and engages people.
Storytelling has a framework and structure to it. When this structure is at the
core of your company, your message becomes clear and compelling, setting you
apart from the competition. 

In our process of website building at ThriveX Digital Marketing we use a
storytelling framework inspired by Storybrand and BMS University. 

https://www.thrivex-digital.com/post/6-steps-to-build-a-profitable-website
http://www.storybrand.com/


The 8-Parts That Make Up a Story Brand

 Hero/Character
Problem
Guide
Plan
Call to Action
Success
Failure

Outline:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Hero/Character1.

In the story of your business, your customer is the main character. They are the
hero that is on a journey looking for a solution to their problem. Your business
exists to serve the customer on their journey. 

Many businesses get this wrong in their communication. When a company
positions themselves as the main character and talks too much about their
success, this causes the customers to lose interest and continue their search. 

Customers want to know if you understand them and their problem. When you
demonstrate that you understand their needs, this builds trust and encourages
them to work with you to continue their journey.

2. Problem
The problem is what your customer is trying to overcome on the way to their
destination. 

This problem is what your company helps them solve. This problem often exists
at multiple levels. It can be an internal problem characterized by fear of
something going wrong. It can be an external problem that needs a physical
solution. It can also be a philosophical problem where something is just plain
wrong and needs a solution. 

Demonstrating you understand your customer's problem builds the trust
necessary for continued conversation. 



3. Meets a guide
In the story of your business, you are the guide. As the guide, you have gone this
way before. You know the problems your customer is experiencing. Since you
have gone this way many times before, you are qualified to advised your
customer give them what they need to succeed on their journey.

This part of the website is where you talk about yourself. Tell your customers
why they can trust you. Give them examples of others you have helped.
Demonstrate you understand and care about them. Express your desire to see
them succeed.

4. Plan
Your customer wants to know how they can do business with you. Give your
customers a simple 3 step plan. What do you want them to do first? Maybe you
want them to give you a call or send you a message. What happens next? Maybe
you meet with them or send them a proposal.

 When you are clear about your process, it makes it easy for the customer to
move forward and take the next step. If you have different types of products or
serves, make it easy for the customer to choose what they want by creating
packages.

5. Call to Action CTA
People are often slow to move forward unless they are clearly told what to do.
Your main call to action should be very prominent at multiple places on your
website. What is the main thing you want them to do? Have numerous buttons
that make it easy for them to call you or message you.

 Not everyone that comes to your website will be ready to buy. It is good to
engage these new people with a more indirect call to action like downloading an
infographic or buyers guide. Beware of putting too many calls to action on your
website. Too many calls to action can be distracting and confusing.



6. A picture of Success
Make sure you have a section on the website where you clearly show a picture
of success. Your customer wants confirmation of what their life will look like
with the solution you provide. Your customers may be afraid or unsure if they
want to move forward with your solution. 

This picture of success is what can set you apart from your competition. A
happy ending is what everyone is looking for.

7. Failure, what could go wrong!
Sometimes people are slow to move forward unless they have a fear of failure.
Create a section on the website where you tell them what their life will be like if
they don't solve their problem. 

When you tell them the disadvantages of not moving forward, it helps them see
the bigger picture and inspires them to action.

Storytelling is as old as the hills but successful companies still use these ancient
storytelling technics because they work. 

 
A website that is built with this framework creates a strong brand and sets the

company up for success. So if you are thinking to build your first website or
redesign your website, feel free to reach out to us at www.thrivex-

digital.com/webdesign

https://www.thrivex-digital.com/webdesign

